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Abstract. Explanation is important to supporting appropriate levels of
trust in autonomous systems. However, work in XAI (eXplainable AI) is
focused on explanation of single system components, such as a machine
learning algorithm or decision-making module. This paper: (1) argues
that we need to develop ways to engineer explainable systems consist-
ing of multiple components, and identifies this as a challenge for the
community; (2) proposes an approach for explaining multi-component
autonomous systems; (3) identifies integration issues that need to be ad-
dressed to make this vision a reality; and (4) poses a number of research
challenges and questions that need to be addressed.
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1 Introduction

Scenario: The video footage was clear: the self-driving car had collided with
the pedestrian. But why? The investigator queried the system: “why didn’t you
stop?”. After a pause, the response came back: “I could not stop (or slow down
significantly) because there was a car close behind me, and I could not perform an
alternative manoeuvre”. The investigator selected the second part of the response
and queried it, eventually determining that the system had prioritised avoiding
collisions with cars behind and beside it, due to a failure by the image process-
ing module to classify the pedestrian as human, because they were obscured by
packages they were carrying.

Autonomous systems need to be explainable for a range of reasons [13, 38, 21,
35]: to be understandable [34], to help establish appropriate levels of trust [16, 29,
13], and to be accountable [7]. Explanations are used for a range of purposes [14,
3, 25], by a range of different stakeholders [20]. Stakeholders vary in their level
of expertise and familiarity with the domain and with the system, and in their
goals. For example, a software engineer trying to debug a system [37] has different
needs than a lawyer seeking to construct a civil liability case in relation to a
malfunctioning autonomous system [4].

This paper’s contribution is to identify and articulate the challenge of en-
gineering explainable multi-component systems, and to propose an approach to
addressing this challenge, along with research challenges that we pose.
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There is a whole body of work on explainable AI (XAI) [2]: techniques that
allow explanations to be provided for the behaviour of AI modules. For example,
why did a machine learning system recommend to decline a given loan applica-
tion? However, XAI is typically focused on techniques for explaining individual
(often machine learning) components, not whole systems [2, §5.3]. This paper
argues that XAI is necessary, but not sufficient, and that we need to extend ex-
planation from single components, to whole multi-component systems, and also
consider engineering issues. This will allow realistic autonomous systems (with
multiple components) to be explainable. Rodriguez et al. [31, 30] also call for an
engineering focus on XAI, and they also identify, but do not address, the issue
of explaining multi-component systems.

We next present and justify a proposed architecture for explainable au-
tonomous systems (§2), including consideration of the sorts of questions that
can be asked (§2.1), and the sorts of answers that can be given (§2.2). We then
consider how the components in the proposed architecture integrate and interact
(§3), and close (§4) with discussion of some broader issues and a summary of
the research challenges that need to be addressed to enable the engineering of
explainable autonomous systems.
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Fig. 1. Architecture (B=Belief, D=Desire, E=Emotion, V=Valuing, δM=user model
change, BB = Black Box)

2 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture for an explainable multi-component
autonomous system. The explainable system can be naturally viewed as a multi-
agent system. The original autonomous system (grey shaded on the right) con-
sists of a number of components. Different systems might have a different number
of components, but the architecture is generic: it can accommodate changes to
the number of components in the autononous system by simply adding corre-
sponding explainers. The rest of the architecture does not change.

In our example scenario we might have three components [12, §4.5]:
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1. a component (“continuous control & sensing”, bottom of Figure 1) that deals
with continuous data from sensors and controlling actuators, and is able to
recognise and classify obstacles and intersections, and control actuators to
follow the road while managing speed to avoid collisions;

2. a component (“rules”, middle of the Figure) that has rules for dealing with
common situations, and is able to decide on the route and make decisions
on what to do at an intersection, issue lane change commands in line with
the navigation, and decide on a range of manoeuvres including pulling over
or changing lane to avoid obstacles and moving out of the way of emergency
vehicles; and

3. a component (“planner”, top of Figure) that deals with unusual situations
using planning based on the following principles: (i) avoiding damage to
pedestrians (most important), (ii) avoiding damage to vehicles containing
humans, and (iii) avoiding damage to unoccupied vehicles and property.

Each system component is associated with a corresponding explainer agent
that applies appropriate XAI technique(s) to explain the behaviour of that com-
ponent. For example, explaining a component that uses BDI (Belief-Desire-
Intention) plans to generate behaviour could be done following the approach
of Winikoff et al. [39]. This aspect of the architecture is required because each
component might operate using quite different principles, and therefore require
a different approach to generating explanations.

In order to generate explanations, a “black box” that captures relevant details
from the system’s execution is used. For example, to explain a component that
uses rule-based reasoning, the black box would likely need to capture the facts
that were believed to be true at a given point in time that were the basis for the
choice of rule that was made.

The user (“,” on the left) interacts with an interface. Having a single inter-
face agent is required because we want to be able to hide the internal structure
of the system from the user: as far as the user is concerned, there is a single
autonomous system that is exhibiting behaviour that needs to be explained1.
This interface maintains a model of the user (e.g. what does the user already
know?) that is used to filter answers.

When the user asks a question, the interface agent passes on the question
to one or more of the explainer agents. This process is iterative: as seen in the
scenario, an answer may prompt the user to ask follow-up questions. In some
situations (see §2.1) the system’s reply might take the form of a question, with
the user providing an answer. Argumentation [8, 1, 32, 22] can be a good approach
for structuring the dialogue, and there has also been some work on dialogue for
explaining BDI agent behaviour [10, 11].

The interactions within the system (e.g. between user and interface, and be-
tween interface and explainer agents) are done by asking questions, and receiving
answers. We therefore need to define what sorts of questions can be asked, and

1 Mualla et al. [27] and Calvaresi et al. [6] also propose a single interface agent, but dif-
fer in context, and lack the details of our architecture, as described in the remainder
of this paper.
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what constructs are used to provide answers. Although this may vary from sys-
tem to system, for a given system we need to define this so the interface is able
to indicate to the user what sorts of questions can be asked.

In defining the forms of questions and answers that are used we are guided by
the extensive literature that aims to inform XAI researchers about relevant work
in social sciences [24, 5]. Key findings include that the explanations that humans
naturally use are contrastive (see §2.1), selective (i.e. incomplete, covering only
(some) relevant factors), and social (presented relative to what the explainer
believes the listener already knows).

There are a few design decisions that need to be made to realise an instance
of our architecture. The first design decision is whether the system is designed
so that the interface can determine from the question which explainer agent to
send it to, or whether it simply sends it to all the explainer agents, and explainer
agents can reply with a response of “don’t ask me” (we return to this in §6).
The second design decision is whether to have a single black box for the whole
system, or to have each system component have its own black box. We propose
to have a black box for each component, since each component’s requirements
for the black box might be quite different to other components.

2.1 Questions . . .

In this section we consider what forms of questions the user should be able to
ask. The most basic and obvious form is “Why?”, for example “Why did you do
this?” [18] or “Why did you believe this?” [37]. Additionally, when the system
does something other than what the user was expecting, it can be useful to
ask “Why did you not do (something else)?”. However, in fact evidence from
the social sciences shows that as humans we tend to use a more general form of
contrastive questions [24]: “Why did you X (fact) instead of Y (foil)?” (although
the foil is sometimes implied and omitted). Another (related) question form is
the counter-factual : “What would happen if . . . ?” [28, Page 23]2. Additionally, it
may be useful to allow the system to answer more basic informational questions
such as “what is this?”, “how does this work?” and “how do I use this?”, which
Haynes et al. [15] define respectively as ontological, mechanistic, and operational,
and provide patterns for how to engineer systems that can answer these sorts of
questions.

Finally, in addition to posing a question, it may also be useful to provide some
information on what is desired in a good answer. For instance, how complete does
the answer need to be? What is the aim of the person asking the question - are
they a novice trying to clarify why something slightly unexpected occurred, i.e.
to learn, or are they an expert seeking to dig deep to ascribe blame for something
that should not have occurred?

2 This is different from a contrastive question in that the question includes a difference
and the answer is the (alternative) outcome (the foil), whereas a contrastive question
provides the actual outcome and (optionally) the alternative outcome, and gives the
difference as the answer.
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2.2 . . . and Answers

We now turn to consider how answers are formed: what concepts can be used in
answers, and what other features are important to have to support our approach
to explaining multi-component autonomous systems.

We begin with generic features. Firstly, answers need to be decomposable:
when the system says “I could not stop because . . . and I could not perform
an alternative manoeuvre”, the user needs to be able to decompose the answer
to select the second part and ask “But why couldn’t you perform an alterna-
tive manoeuvre?”. This can be realised by defining a number of general-purpose
combining forms for answers (e.g. “and”, “but”). Additionally, answers need to
be able to include references to indicate where the explanation for something
involving a module depends on another module. For example, a rule-based mod-
ule chose to perform a certain action because of information that it had earlier
received from a video-processing module. These links allow the interface agent
to direct follow-up questions. Secondly, it can be desirable to be able to include
levels of confidence in answers. For example, the system might indicate that it
believed a particular key fact held with roughly 75% probability, or it might
indicate that it was “very” confident of a particular classification of an image.
Additionally, when explaining machine learning it has been argued that we need
to have a way to indicate the “scope” in which the explanation is relevant and
reliable [25].

Turning to consider the concepts that can be used to form answers, these
obviously depend on the component: a system component that uses image pro-
cessing will have different explanatory concepts than, say, one that uses BDI
plans to realise goals. There are a range of approaches for explaining various
machine learning approaches by providing examples. For instance [26] annotat-
ing an image to highlight the parts that were most influential in a particular
decision, or indicating that had certain features been different, an alternative
behaviour would have occurred (e.g. a higher salary would have led to the loan
application being approved). Turning to cognitive agents, it has been argued [39]
that the concepts of “belief” and “desire”, as used in BDI architectures, match
directly with the same concepts that humans naturally use to explain their be-
haviour in similar contexts, and therefore that these concepts, along with the ad-
ditional concept of “valuing” [23] form a natural basis for explaining autonomous
systems. Furthermore, Kaptein et al. [17] argue that in addition to beliefs and
desires, explanations sometimes are in terms of emotions, for instance: “I called
the hospital because I was scared (emotion) that I might have a hypo (too low
blood sugar level)” [17, p.304, emphasis in original]. Another form of explana-
tion is a correction to the human’s mental model, for example, noting that a
particular action has a pre-condition that the user appears to be unaware of,
and which justifies the need for an action to establish the pre-condition [33].

Figure 1 summarises the range of constructs that might be used as expla-
nations, including generic ones (“and”, confidence, and scope), and component-
specific building blocks (beliefs, desires, valuings, emotions, and human model
changes).
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3 Integration

We now turn to a number of issues that relate to the integration of the system.
The first issue corresponds to the arrow labelled C in Figure 1: how does the

interface know where to send a given question? One option, which may be the
simplest in some cases, is to simply send it to all explainers, if it is easy to have
each explainer identify whether it is able to answer a given question. Another
approach is to capture information that allows the interface to determine which
explainer agent can answer a given question. This might be a static index. For
example, if each system component has a distinct set of actions it can perform,
then from the action one can determine which explainer agent to ask about it.
Another option, if this is not the case, is to tag each action when it is performed
with an indication of which system component generated that action. So, for
example, when a rule is applied to decide to change lanes to avoid an obsta-
cle, then the action would be tagged with “rules”. However, there can be more
complex cases (we return to these in §4). For instance, a decision to not stop
might involve decision-making in all three system components: the continuous
sensing component might detect an obstacle but, due to a car close behind, de-
cide against stopping and invoke the rules component to consider whether to
change lanes. In turn, the rules component might decide against a lane change
and invoke the planner component to consider alternative approaches to avoid
the obstacle. Finally, the planner component might decide that reducing speed
and hitting the obstacle is the least bad option available.

Explainer
E.g. explain planner behaviour

System module
E.g. planner

BB
Explainer 

E.g. explain planner behaviour
System module

E.g. planner
BB

Fig. 2. Integration designs: indirect (via black box only) on left, direct on right

The second issue corresponds to the arrow labelled D in Figure 1: how does
each explainer interact with its corresponding system component to generate
explanations? One option, which may be the simplest in some cases, is to have
the interaction be solely using the black box (left side of Figure 2): the system
generates a trace in the black box as it runs, and the explainer constructs expla-
nations using (only) this trace, without interacting with the system components.
The advantage of this approach is that the system is cleanly separated from the
explanation. However, it might require storing large amounts of data in the black
box that could be reduced by allowing an explainer agent to interact with its
corresponding system component. The alternative (right side of the Figure) is
to also have direct interaction between the explainer and the module it is ex-
plaining. For example, to explain why a given image was not classified as having
a pedestrian, the system might present the image (and perhaps some variants
of it) to the component. Furthermore, in situations where the user has an im-
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plicit foil, the system component may need to be used to generate the plausible
alternatives for the situation.

4 Research Challenges

In order to be able to engineer explainable multi-component autonomous systems
a range of research challenges need to be addressed. We group the challenges into
three groups: those relating to the broader context, those relating to the research
process itself, and specific research questions.

Our first group of challenges concerns the broader context of use. To use ex-
planation in a particular context, for example a civil liability lawsuit, there may
be a range of information that is relevant and useful other than explanations
of behaviour. Buiten et al. [4] flag a range of such information. These include
the development process, what steps were taken to mitigate risk, “second or-
der explanations” (i.e. what explanations were previously provided to the user),
the situations in which the system tends to fail, and how common are system
failures. The research challenge is how to effectively collect and meaningfully
present this information. Some of the information is about human social pro-
cesses (e.g. development process), but some pose specific engineering research
questions. For example: how can we identify and communicate the situations in
which a system tends to fail, or the probability of system failures? Furthermore,
this needs to be done in a way that cannot be manipulated.

The second group of challenges concern the endeavour of research: how to
help the research community develop and evaluate solutions? More specifically:
what scenarios would be useful? What test beds and benchmarks would help
the research community to meaningfully and usefully evaluate ongoing work to
assess and guide progress? Is there a role for standardisation? For competitions?
These sorts of issues are ones where the XAI community could benefit from the
experience and expertise of the EMAS community.

The third group of challenges is more specific research questions that relate
to specific aspects of the architecture proposed in this paper. We believe these
are perhaps the most useful to the EMAS community, and so close our paper
with these questions, in the hope that they will spur further work to address
them.

1. Regarding the first issue in §3: how can we manage the tagging of actions
with the system component that is responsible?
In complex cases, the decision to perform a certain action may have involved
multiple system components. This raises a number of questions for how the
architecture functions. Can the decision-making process be extended to keep
a record that allows one module to be identified as the one making the final
decision? Or instead can we just send questions to all explainer agents, and if
so, how does an explainer agent determine whether the question is one that
it can answer? And what should the interface do if it does not get exactly
one meaningful answer? More broadly, what is there isn’t a single responsible
component (e.g. multiple agents interacting following a protocol)?
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One additional challenge here is dealing with contrastive questions: if the
question is “why did you do X?” then it can be possible to track which
modules were involved in selecting action X. However, for the question “why
did you not do Y ?” we need to be able to identify how Y might have been
selected. This implies either that the black boxes capture information on
possible alternatives (see questions 2 and 3 below), or that we need to have
a way for explainer agents to explore what might have been with their cor-
responding module (see second part of question 2 below)

2. Regarding the second issue in §3: how do the explainer agents interact with
the blackboxes? More specifically, what protocol is followed, and what inter-
face (API) do the blackboxes need to provide?
Furthermore, if explainer agents interact directly with the module that they
are explaining, what protocol would be followed, and what interface (API)
needs to be provided by the module?

3. What information is captured in the black box (e.g. [36])? How do we
determine (in advance and/or at runtime) what needs to be captured, and
how do we extend the system to do so?
One issue is the management of storage: a complete trace of everything could
be very large. There are approaches (e.g. [19]) for capturing system execution
that manage to capture only key information and significantly reduce storage
need, while permitting system execution to be “rewound” to any given point
in the execution.
Another issue is ensuring that the information captured allows explanations
to be generated that include references where needed, i.e. where another
module played a role in the observed behaviour, and follow-up questions
relating to that factor (e.g. a belief held) should be directed to that module.

4. How can we ensure that provided explanations can be verified to be authen-
tic and honest [9]? A key factor is how to ensure that the black box is tamper
proof. A number of approaches are possible, depending on the system’s op-
erating environment and the amount of information captured. Approaches
can include having a separate hardware component that provides the black
box, and using encryption.

5. Are there situations where the interface agent may need to share information
from the user model with explainer agents? For example, instead of gener-
ating explanations and then having the user agent filter them using the user
model, it may be more efficient to share relevant parts of the user model
with the explainer module, so it can not use them to guide to explanation
generation process to avoid generating things that would subsequently be
filtered out.

In addition to the above research questions, that are more focussed on EMAS-
related topics, there are also XAI-oriented questions such as how to specify the
parameters of a desired answer (e.g. level of detail, preferred explanatory factor
types), how should confidence be expressed, how should the scope of validity of
an explanation be indicated, and whether other question types or answer types
are needed.
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